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Theme/Topic Contents/Aims Key Terms SMSC 

 
Chinese 
Cooking- 
Year of the 
Rat 
 
 
 
Chinese 
Cooking 

 
� Discuss festive food 
� What is a healthy diet? 
� Preparation methods 
� Looking at various Chinese 

recipes 
� How to follow instructions 
� Weighting and measuring 

ingredients 
� Difference between steaming or 

boiling 
� How to use chopstick 

 
 

 
� Measuring: kilos 

o        grams 
� Rubbing method 
� Steaming 
� Bake 
� Cutters 
� Simmer 
� Temperature 
� Rolling 
� Finely chopping 
� Chinese seaweed 

 

 
 
� Explore the amazing diversity of food within 

British culture 
� British classic dishes are still popular such as 

scones, Victorian cakes, biscuits 
� Develop respect for other customs and faiths 
� To identify with different countries and their 

food  
� Chinese cuisine is widely represented as one 

of the richest and most diverse culinary 
heritages in the world. 

 

  
Tasks 

 
� How to follow instruction for 

each recipes 
� To measure/weigh correct  
� How to use oven and cooker 
� Rolling and shaping 
� Making biscuits 
� Dumpling making 
� What is chow mein? 
� Simple soup making 
�  

 
 
 

 
Resources 

� Recipe sheets 
� Flour 
� Butter 
� Bowl 
� Spoons 
� Rolling pin 
� Spoons/forks 
� Oven/cooker 
� Icing 

 

 
Cross curricular 
 
Maths 
Accurate weighting and measuring ingredients 
 
English 
To follow instructions of each recipes 
 
History 
Look at Chinese recipes / books 
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Week Key Questions  Suggested Activities 

1 What is festive cooking? 
When is the Chinese New Year? 

 Discuss about festivals and cooking, regards to different culture 
and cuisine. 
To make a list and decide what to make first. 

2 How to make Chinese biscuits? Key Assessment - 
To able list 
ingredients and 
method 

To make a simple biscuit dough using flour, sugar, butter and egg. 
To use biscuit cutter or shape them into fan, lantern shape etc.. 
Bake in the oven and using simple icing to decorate each one. 

3 How to make the Chinese dumplings?  To make a mixture using chicken mince, cabbage, soya sauce, 
spring onions, spices, ginger and sesame oil to combine the 
mixture together. Using wonton wrappers fill each one fry them 
and steam with water.  

4 How to a simple stir fry and boil noodles  Boil noodles till done, chop vegetable into strips. Using spices and 
root vegetables. To stir fry the ingredients in a wok. Add flavouring 
and soya sauce adjust taste to preference.  

5 What is Chinese grass / Agar-agar Key Assessment - 
Describe Chinese 
Grass and how to 
use 

How to use Agar-agar in desserts and puddings. Looking at the 
texture and usage as a replacement. 
To boil the Agar-agar add sugar and flavouring. Making it mixture 
to set similar to jelly or mousse. 

6 How to use chop sticks   To demonstrate the use of chopsticks. Why they use them?  
Explaining and giving factors with a worksheet. 
Using practise eating various Chinese favourites. 

 


